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In the East, Adolf Hitler is considered an incarnation of the God Vishnu. It was
believed that in times of great turmoil, disaster and imbalance, the Gods
themselves and higher beings would incarnate themselves in order to save
humanity from great disasters and turmoil that was too much and undeserved.

Adolf Hitler's life was nothing else but a literal manifestation of the alchemical
work of the Godhead. With His rise, there was also the rise of his downtrodden
and fallen Nation. Until his time, everything was getting worse and worse in
Europe and the German people, with the calculated disaster of their enslavement
having already started to look as "Inevitable".

Today, Europe still owes its powerful position on the fact Hitler didn't allow the full
annexation of Europe by the USSR. Even if Europe borderline became USSR
under the Coronavirus, we can at least thank Hitler this didn't happen 100 years
earlier.

For those who want to objectively have a look on Adolf Hitler, despite of emotions
and away from the popular propaganda, we know that without his intervention, not
only we wouldn't be having any freedoms now, but more than likely, we would be
living in a hammer and sickle jewish empire that would have enslaved Europe.

There is no statesman in recent history that has been equally or even close in the
level of being legendary, or fighting against the literal impossible odds Hitler did.
Fanatical love or admiration, or hate, are the things Hitler did evoke in people,
and never indifference or lack of care.

The coming decades will see His name cleared a lot. We will look back after the
enemy's spells are broken, and we will understand that objectively, the Truth was
different. 100 years from now, we will be pleading we didn't do certain things that
were professed in 1930, and had to figure these out slowly by 2150 or so.

We will look back with full confusion, not understanding why the United States,
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another fully elevated Nation, had to indeed fight with Hitler, or France, or ally with
the Bolsheviks who had no aims whatsoever but to instate the bloodiest and most
tyrannical rule to obliterate humanity in Communism.

Today, we live in a world where one cannot trust politicians whatsoever. Honesty
does no longer exist and if it does, it's scarce in politicians. If one thing can be
said for Hitler, is that he was honest. Honest in his works, and honest in his
promises to his people, honest to his friendships.

In regards to his vision, while most other Nations of the time had only financial
and nonsensical ideologies with no content, Hitler's ideology professed putting
humanity at the center.

Nowadays, because of the height of lies and coverups, we hardly have an
understanding of what he said or what he meant.

Even a very regular person, will, after seeing him, understand that we are talking
about a good man with good intentions. Many people, when they see material
from Hitler, they cannot figure out how what they see has been falsely claimed to
be so evil.

The reason why this is incomprehensible is because only the amount of slander is
what makes this man look "Evil", and not reality. Hitler in that regard, had the
same fate any other Demon had in recent history - got called evil, was defamed,
slandered, and His memory attacked.

It is not a secret, that even his "Enemies", admired Adolf Hitler, did copy His
policies, and in the case of the American people, lived to see the tale and the
outcome of attacking the wrong enemy. Today, many secretly admire Hitler, all the
way from Presidents of Nation, to policy makers, the richest people of the earth,
or politicians and regular everyday people.

But still, fear and lack of objective analysis of this segment of our history still
exists. Our world, just one step before a pointless and utterly nonsensical WW3,
and coming out of a giant flu situation that almost made the world go bankrupt
because of jewish exaggerations, is still sitting there questioning where this world
is really going.

Hitler's pointing to certain historical factors of why this occurs, is called "Racism",
and Hitler's warnings all sound weird until you open Klaus Schwab's books to
understand the mentality of those who currently try to pivot humanity into disaster.



As if this was not enough, China, the total dystopian child of the Communist Mao
Zedong, has been indeed rising to compete as the world's first power, to whom
everyone is dependent upon for what is basically our world's production of goods.

Hitler's prediction that one day the Chinese would wake up and have immense
power has become a reality, but if Hitler's reign had continued, maybe these
billions and hundreds millions of people, wouldn't have to live a life where they
are trapped in working places and cannot even jump out of a window to commit
suicide due to such bad labor agreements.

Maybe Mao's Communism would have never had grounds to prosper and grow
on the backs of billions of souls. But the scourge has grown since. We are now
living to live the tale of our world going into uncharted waters.

Then, one starts to question where humanity might have been if the enemy did
not have the anticipated control that they have now. Increasingly, looking at life,
one feels swindled and cannot reasonably say that Hitler had wrong points.

It's even weirder when you look deeper into Hitler and his history, and you see no
holocaust, no evil, and no great acts of destruction as his enemies have claimed
that he did. When one goes even further and you see that Germany was rife with
tourism, an intellectual hub of the time, or that Hitler's government did have
excellent relations with all other Nations, all of this comes at odds with the false
claims of the enemy. One sees all the lies face to face by then.

Regularly, I have been analyzing interesting events of the past, including history. I
have been at failure to understand why "Military" parades in Germany are any
“eviller”, on National Holidays, than the ones we have in the United States. The
same feeling of pride of one's Nation is present in both.

Tragic events that spell the suffering of tens of millions, are done daily by our
"Governments", yet, all we hear all these decades is still about Hitler's evil. Even
by objective numbers, Hitler never did cause all that much suffering. All the
casualties of WW2 were not even close to the homeless, destitute, and destroyed
people our present system creates on a monthly basis.

If Hitler failed at something like Biden who gave a whole Nation under a Terrorist
group like the Taliban, we would be hearing an eternal outcry. Today, Joe Biden
can do all of this and more and the media of Chosen will cover anything and
everything.



For decades, we were told that we live in a post war historical time, where only
evil people like Hitler would cause a war. We saw bloody wars like in Iran or Iraq,
and recently, we are on the cusp of WW3, simply because of greed or other
staged events that mean really nothing for the people anymore.

Yet, we are still told to focus on Hitler, about a decade earlier, to pay our "Tribute"
to defamation. Jews feel safe this way. It's amusing how we are on the cusp of
potential Nuclear war, and many people still only have terms and words to bring
Hitler into this. In fact, the recent years of global failure have had nothing to do
with Hitler about a hundred years later.

This is where a shock might arrive for someone, asking themselves why did "our
world" vilify this particular person so much.

"Leaders" and those of the enemy, having being objectively a thousand times
more truly "Evil", have passed by in history as if they did nothing bad at all. The
most careless and bad "leaders" of the enemy are constantly being presented in
the brightest colors, as heroes and saviors.

Then, after one awakens further, we understand that the sole reason this occurs
is because opinion making and "news" are largely controlled by the hidden clique
Hitler alerted us of running the global show. If we didn't see the full manifestation
of it with the recent Co-Vid situation, then we haven't seen anything.

No matter from what side we observe life, we can see so many fallacies. The
important part to remember about Hitler is that to us, he is a being that rose from
nothing, and in our view, one enlightened soul that played a most important and
pivotal part last century to advance humanity.

The Joy of Satan devotes this website at the end of this post, to Adolf Hitler as
part of his Personal Day, the April 20th. This site used to exist in the Internet, but
as with anything else that ever disputes the enemy, this site "disappeared itself" in
a purge from the cancelers of free speech.

Apparently, historical review is fully forbidden to where we cannot even question
anything anymore as a society. It has even become illegal in some locales. This is
how far Communism of the mind and spirit has infested our society.

Cancel culture, destruction of academia, control of thought, borg tier censorship in
all "Social Media", is showing where our society is going. You can be a terrorist in



facebook, but you cannot be even the President of the United States saying
contrary opinion.

Therefore, with this enemy stranglehold at such a level, it is no question that any
revisionism of history would be permanently banned. We are living in times Stalin
would consider ideal. Yet we cannot truly comprehend the great crimes we fall
victims by from the enemy on a daily basis, because we are told lies that this is
"Normal" and "Acceptable".

Well, this is NOT normal and we will not comply with this.

This site has been restored thanks to our particular brother who takes credit of
this work [BlackOnyx in the forums], and another brave SS brother from Malaysia
who has hosted this site there, away from the grasp of utter dystopianism that
pervades all of our "Western Society" where you cannot even question anything
anymore.

We understand we live in dystopian times, but we don't have to agree with this.
This site exposes the great fallacies of the so called "holocaust".

www.holocaustexposed.org

The JoS wishes Adolf Hitler and all the beautiful souls from his time, and all times,
that have come to help us and rescue us collectively, happy Birthday, and a bright
future ahead for their evolution. This world might have defamed you and lied
about you, but clear is your Name in front of the Gods.

Hail Father Satan!!!

Hail Adolf Hitler!!!
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